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Abstract

We present a method to investigate theCP quantum numbers of the Higgs boson in the processe+e− → Zφ at a future
e+e− linear collider (LC), whereφ, a generic Higgs boson, is a mixture ofCP-even andCP-odd states. The procedure consi
of a comparison of the data with predictions obtained from Monte Carlo simulations corresponding to the productions
and pseudoscalar Higgs and the interference term which constitutes a distinctive signal ofCP violation. We present estimate
of the sensitivity of the method from Monte Carlo studies using hypothetical data samples with a full LC detector sim
taking into account the background signals.
 2004 Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The future lineare+ e− collider TESLA is planned
to work with a maximum center-of-mass energy
500 GeV, extendable to 800 GeV without modif
ing the original design[1]. It will have a luminos-
ity of 3.4 × 1034 cm−2 s−1, a thousand times great
than the LEP at CERN, and so it will be well suite
for a discovery of a light Higgs boson. Even if th
Higgs is discovered before at Tevatron (Fermila1

E-mail address: ferrari@fisica.unlp.edu.ar(S. Ferrari).
1 The new world average of the expected Higgs mass of 117 G

[2] is yet accessible in the current run of the Tevatron.
0370-2693 2004 Elsevier B.V.
doi:10.1016/j.physletb.2004.11.034
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or at the future LHC (CERN, Geneva),e+e− collid-
ers are the ideal machinesto investigate the Higg
sector in the intermediate mass range since all m
decay modes can be explored, with the Higgs p
ticle produced through several mechanisms[3]. For
a light or intermediate mass Higgs boson, the H
gsstrahlung processe+e− → ZΦ, whereΦ denotes
a generic Higgs boson, is expected to be the m
promising process to study its properties and in
actions and to search for deviations from the St
dard Model (SM) predictions (see[4] and reference
therein). A comprehensive review of the Higgs bos
properties has been given in Ref.[5]. The theory of the
Higgs bosons, with emphasis on the Higgs scalar

https://core.ac.uk/display/82053656?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=pdf-decoration-v1
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the SM and its non-supersymmetric and supersymm
ric extensions has been recently presented in Ref.[6].
The spin, parity and charge conjugation quantum nu
bers,JPC , of the Higgs boson can potentially be det
mined independently of the model. It has been sho
that measurements of the threshold dependence o
Higgsstrahlung cross-section constrains the poss
valuesJPC of the state[7]. In the minimal Standard
Model the Higgs mechanism requires only one Hig
doublet to generate masses for fermions and ga
bosons[8]. It leads to the appearance of a neut
CP-even Higgs (H ). In the two-doublet Higgs mode
(2DHM) or the supersymmetric extension of the S
[9], neglectingCP violation, there are twoCP-even
states (h,H ) and oneCP-odd state (A), plus a pair
of charged Higgs bosons (H±). In a general 2DHM
the three neutral Higgs bosons could correspon
arbitrary mixtures ofCP states and their productio
and decay exhibitsCP violation. The angular distri
butions of the Higgsstrahlung cross section depe
upon whether theΦ is CP-even,CP-odd, or a mixture
[4,10–13]. Also the angular distribution of the ferm
ons in theZ → f f̄ from ZΦ production reflects the
CP nature of the stateΦ [4,10,12,14]. An analysis of
the angular distributions of the final state fermions
the Higgsstrahlung process with the formalism of o
timal variables has been performed in Ref.[15]. A fit
to double-differential angular distribution in the pr
duction and decay angles results in a clean separa
between a scalar and pseudoscalar states assumin
theZΦ cross section is independent of theCP nature
of the φ [16]. Recently, the prospects for the me
surement of the pseudoscalar admixture in thehττ

coupling to a SM Higgs boson was presented[17].
In this Letter, we present an alternative method t

simultaneously uses the distributions of the produc
and decay angles to distinguish the SM-like Higgs
son from aCP-odd 0−+ stateA, or a CP-violating
mixture Φ. We perform an analysis of Monte Car
events that takes into account the signals and b
ground, as well as a simulation of a TESLA detec
response. In the next section we shall present the
oretical ansatz considered and the details of the Mo
Carlo simulation used to generate thee+e− → ZΦ

samples. We then describe the proposed method
tector simulations and the imposed cuts for the ev
selection. Finally, we present the fit techniques and
results obtained from Monte Carlo studies.
at

-

2. e+e− → ZΦ samples

Events of the signale+e− → ZH were generated
using the PYTHIA program[18]. The cross section fo
the Higgsstrahlung process is given by

σ(e+e− → ZH)

(1)= G2
F M4

Z

96πs

(
a2
e + v2

e

)
β

β2 + 12M2
Z/s

(1− M2
Z/s)2

with

β = 1

s

√[
s − (MH + MZ)2

][
s − (MH − MZ)2

]
.

The effects of initial state bremsstrahlung were
cluded in the PYTHIA generation.

For the production of a Higgs bosonΦ with arbi-
trary CP properties,e+e− → ZΦ, the amplitude for
the process (which is not included in PYTHIA ) can be
described by adding a ZZA coupling with strengthη

to the SM matrix element as in Ref.[1]. The matrix
element of the process containing both theCP-even
amplitude,MZH , and aCP-odd amplitude,MZA, is
given by

(2)MZΦ =MZH + ıηMZA,

whereη is a dimensionless factor. The total cross s
tion depends of the value ofη as follows[15]:

σ(η, s) = G2
F M6

Zβ

16π

1

DZ(s)

(
v2
e + a2

e

)

(3)×
(

2+ sβ2

6M2
Z

+ η2 s2β2

M4
Z

)
,

where

(4)DZ(s) = (
s − M2

Z

)2 + M2
ZΓ 2

Z,

andMZ , ΓZ denote theZ boson mass and width,GF

is the Fermi constant, andve , ae are the usual vecto
and axial-vector coupling constants of thee to theZ

boson. In the SMη is zero. In the MSSM a ZZA is
forbidden at Born level, but is induced via higher-ord
loop effects[9]. In general, in extensions of the Higg
sectorη need not to be loop suppressed, and may
arbitrarily large. Hence, it is useful to allow forη to be
a free parameter in the data analysis.

As it was mentioned in the introduction, the qua
tum numbersJPC of the Higgs bosons can be d
termined at futuree+e− linear colliders in a model
independent way by analyzing the angular dependen
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Fig. 1. Definition of the production and decay angles of the proc
e+e− → ZΦ[Z → f f ].

of the Higgsstrahlung process. The most sensi
kinematic variable to distinguish the different cont
butions to Higgs boson production isθ , the polar angle
of the Z boson w.r.t. the beam axis in the labo
tory frame. The sensitivity can be increased by incl
ing the angular distributions of the decay to fermion
Z → f f̄ in the boson rest frame (seeFig. 1). Here
thez-axis is chosen along the direction of theZ-boson
momentum. The decay amplitude is then a function
the angle between theZ momentum andf , θ∗, and
the angle between theZ production plane and theZ
decay plane,φ∗.

To obtain the angular distributions corresponding
the non-SM HiggsΦ with arbitraryCP properties in
the processe+e− → ZΦ, we have used a “reweigh
ing” method. This procedure allows one to obtain
distributions for arbitrary values ofη by weighting the
distributions forη = 0 according to the differentia
cross section inθ , θ∗, φ∗. The weight factor is given
by the following ratio:

(5)W
(
cosθ,cosθ∗,cosφ∗) = |MZΦ(η)|2

|MZH |2 .

The squared amplitude|MZΦ(η)|2 has three con
tributions:
∣∣MZΦ(η)

∣∣2 = |MZH |2 + η · 2�m
(
M∗

ZHMZA

)
(6)+ η2|MZA|2.

The first term reproduces the SM-like cross secti
The interference term between theCP-even andCP-
odd amplitudes, linear inη, generates a forward
backward asymmetry, that is a hallmark ofCP vio-
lation. The third term corresponds to the pseudosc
Higgs cross section. Of course,η = 0 brings us back to
the scalar SM Higgs production. The explicit expr
sion for the squared amplitude of the Higgsstrahlu
process in terms ofθ , θ∗, φ∗ is taken from Ref.[10]
and reads:

|M|2 = Nf NF G4
F M8

Zm2
f ′

ssZ(sΦ − 4m2
f ′)

DZ(s)DZ(sZ)DΦ(sΦ)

× {(
v2
e a2

e

)(
v2
f a2

f

)(
S1 + η2P1

)
+ 16veaevf af

(
S2 + η2P2

)
+ 4η

(
v2
e a

2
e

)
vf af I1

(7)+ 4η
(
v2
f a2

f

)
veaeI2

}
,

where

S1 = (
1+ cos2 θ

)(
1+ cos2 θ∗)

+ (
2γ 2 + cos2φ∗

)
sin2 θ sin2 θ∗

− γ sin2θ sin 2θ∗ cosφ∗,

S2 = cosθ cosθ∗ − γ sinθ sinθ∗ cosφ∗,

P1 = 2
ssZ

M4
Z

β2γ 2

× (
1+ cos2 θ cos2 θ− sin2 θ sin2 θ∗ cos2 φ∗

)
,

P2 = ssZ

M4
Z

β2γ 2 cosθ cosθ∗,

I1 =
√

ssZ

M2
Z

βγ

× [
2 cosθ∗

(
1+ cos2 θ

) − γ sin2θ sinθ∗ cosφ∗
]
,

I2 =
√

ssZ

M2
Z

βγ

(8)

× [
2 cosθ

(
1+ cos2 θ∗

) − γ sinθ sin2θ∗ cosφ∗
]
.

In our procedure, the weight is rescaled to be low
than 1, for a better treatment of errors. To check
reliability of the method we compared the obtain
distributions using Monte Carlo with the analytic
expressions.Fig. 2shows the obtained production a
gular distribution for the processe+e− → ZA using
the procedure described above along with the ana
ical form. The distribution is in very good agreeme
with the theoretical expectation proving the validity
the “reweighting” procedure.
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Fig. 2. Angular distribution of the processe+e− → ZA obtained by
the “reweighting” method (see text) for an integrated luminosity
500 fb−1 and a center of mass energy of

√
s = 350 GeV, assuming

a Higgs mass of 120 GeV. The line indicates the exact theore
dependence.

3. Description of the method and Monte Carlo
studies

We consider the production of Higgs events
the TESLA operating at a center-of-mass ene
of 350 GeV, assuming an integrated luminosity
500 fb−1. At this energy the main production proce
for the Higgs boson in the SM is the Higgsstrahlu
process,e+e− → ZH [19]. The corresponding ex
pected number of events for this process is 6.6× 104.

We have choosen for the present study the pro
e+e− → ZH → µ+µ−H with a Higgs boson mas
of 120 GeV. This decay channel exhibits a clean s
nature in the detector and theselection efficiencies ar
expected to be independent of the decay mode of
Higgs boson. We allow the produced Higgs to be eit
scalar or a mixture stateΦ including an interference
term.

All the Monte Carlo samples have been genera
with the PYTHIA program as described in the previo
section. These events are then passed through the
ulation package SIMDET[20], a parametric Monte
Carlo program for a TESLA detector[21] which fol-
lows the proposal presented in the TESLA Conc
tual Design Report[1]. For the Higgs boson all deca
-

modes are simulated as expected in the SM. The
lowing background processes are considered in
analysis:e+e− → e+e−f +f −, e+e− → f +f −(γ ),
e+e− → W+W− ande+e− → ZZ. Both signal and
background events are processed by the detector
ulation package.

For the event selection we follow Ref.[15]. At least
one muon and anti-muon are identified, with ene
larger than 15 GeV. The mass of the di-muon syste
required to be consistent with theZ boson hypothesi
within 5 GeV. The recoil mass of the di-muon syste

M2
rec = (√

s − (Eµ+ + Eµ−)
)2 − ( �Pµ+ + �Pµ−

)2

has to be consistent with theH boson hypothesi
within 5 GeV. This variable will yield a peak fo
the signal of the Higgs boson mass, independentl
the Higgs boson decay mode. To remove a sign
cant part of the remaining background, the abso
z-component of the di-muon system is required to
smaller than 120 GeV.

The momentum of the selected muons are use
calculate the cosines of the production and decay an
gles for further use in the method to determine
JPC properties of the Higgs boson. It has been no
in [1] that having excellent momentum and ene
resolution will allow theZ to be well reconstructed
The recoil mass against theZ, can then be used t
detect the Higgs boson and to study its propert
Fig. 3shows the recoil mass distribution for themH =
120 GeV signal, obtained from the selected event
the sample ofe+e− → ZH → µ+µ−X. The Higgs
boson signal appears on top of a small background
Fig. 4 the corresponding cosθ distribution is shown
The expected background is also presented. The c
bination of the cut on thez-component of the di-muo
system, and the decreasing muon identification perfor-
mance results in an efficiency for cosθ > 0.9 close
to zero. InFig. 5, the cosθ distribution for a value
of η = 0.25 is shown where the contribution of th
pseudoscalar Higgs component is evident.

The kinematics of thee+e− → ZΦ [Z → f f ]
process is described by the production and decay
gles θ , θ∗, φ∗. The method we propose consists
generating 3-dimensional distributions in cosθ , cosθ∗
and cosφ∗ using the Monte Carlo events genera
as described above for each contribution in Eq.(3).
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Fig. 3. Recoil mass spectra off theZ in e+e− → ZH → µ+µ−X.
Shadowed area represents the expected background events.

Fig. 4. Angular distribution, cosθ , of the selected events ine+e− →
ZH → µ+µ−X. The shaded histogram corresponds to the
pected background.

We write then the likelihood:

(9)L =
∏

(cosθ)i ,(cosθ∗)j ,(cosφ∗)k

µ
Ndata(i,j,k)
ijk e−µijk

Ndata(i,j,k)! ,
Fig. 5. Angular distribution, cosθ , of the selected events ine+e− →
Zφ → µ+µ−X, with η = 0.25. The shaded histogram correspon
to the expected background.

whereNdata(i, j, k) is the number of events of the h
pothetical data sample andµijk is the expected num
ber in the ijkth bin. µijk is calculated assuming
linear combination of the number of events of thr
Monte Carlo samples, corresponding to the produc
of scalar Higgs (MC_ZH), pseudoscalar (MC_Z
Higgs and events for the interference term (MC_IN

µijk =N (α MC_ZHijk + β MC_INijk

(10)+ γ MC_ZAijk),

whereN is the overall normalization factor betwee
numbers of data and Monte Carlo events which
be fixed (N = 0.1 in our case) or left free as a fu
ther check of the fit. The likelihood is then maximiz
with respect toα, β andγ . The absolute value ofβ
indicates the contribution of interference term in t
sample andα andγ indicate the fraction of scalar an
pseudoscalar components, respectively. A signific
deviation ofβ from zero would imply the existence o
CP violation, independent of the specific model. F
a scalar Higgs sample (η = 0), the result of the fit is
expected to beα = 1 andβ = γ = 0.

We have performed Monte Carlo studies with s
eral hypothetical data samples with non-standard
ues ofη. A maximum likelihood fit for the best lin
ear combination of MC_ZH, MC_ZA and MC_IN t
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Table 1
Obtained values of the parameters for different “data” samples

η α β γ

−0.4 0.002± 0.03 −0.05± 0.02 0.98± 0.04
−0.25 0.08± 0.04 −0.06± 0.02 0.92± 0.04
−0.1 0.43± 0.04 −0.09± 0.02 0.57± 0.04
−0.05 0.69± 0.04 −0.06± 0.02 0.31± 0.04

0 0.97± 0.05 0.003± 0.02 0.03± 0.04
0.05 0.70± 0.05 0.05± 0.02 0.29± 0.04
0.1 0.40± 0.04 0.04± 0.02 0.59± 0.04
0.25 0.08± 0.04 0.04± 0.02 0.92± 0.04
0.4 0.002± 0.03 0.01± 0.02 0.98± 0.04

Fig. 6. Fractionsα, β andγ as a function ofη from selected event
(open circle) and using pure samples without background even
(filled circles).

match the hypothetical data sample gave statistica
rors of 0.04, 0.02 and 0.04 forα, β andγ , respectively.
The results of these studies using different valuesη
are given inTable 1. The systematic uncertainty on th
results due to the selection procedure was estimate
varying some of the selection criteria and found to
much smaller than the statistical errors. The fracti
α, β andγ as a function ofη from Table 1are shown
in Fig. 6, where the results using pure samples w
out background events are also presented. These
indicate that the background events, in particular
accumulation in the forward and backward direction
as shown inFigs. 4 and 5, do not affect the determi
s

nation of the interference term for values of|η| < 0.1.
For larger values ofη, the sensitivity to the direct de
termination of the interference term start diminishi
due to the dominance of the pseudoscalar term.

The value ofα gives the fraction of the scala
JPC = 0++ component of the Higgs boson, whileγ
gives the contribution of the pseudoscalar Higgs co
ponent and increases quickly withη as expected. It ca
be seen from our results that the Monte Carlo study
ing a sample of pure scalar SM-like Higgs gives a c
sistent answer. This indicates the high sensitivity of
method to distinguish a purelyCP-even state from a
pseudoscalarCP-odd state. Secondly, the method a
allows one to determine whether the observed Hi
boson is aCP mixture and, if so, measure the od
and even component. It is evident that the statist
uncertainties prevent us to a large extent from m
suring the interference term. It should be noted t
for Z → µ+µ−, as well as forZ → e+e−, the in-
terference term is suppressed by the smallness ovf

independently of the size ofη. However, the simulta
neous existence of fractionsα andγ would indicate
CP violation for theZZφ coupling. The method pro
posed here gives sensible results in the case that
is any significantCP-even component in theφ Higgs
boson or ifφ is almost purelyCP-odd.

A comparison of our results with the Monte Car
study presented in[15] can be done analyzing the b
haviour of the fraction of interference term given
the parameterβ . Recall that a deviation from zero o
this parameter implies a direct evidence of CP vio
tion. This term is comparable to the optimal variable
[15], which, however, is optimal only for small value
of the η parameter as it was obtained neglecting
contribution quadratic inη. It can be seen from bot
Fig. 6andTable 1, that our method to determineβ has
maximum sensitivity in the range−0.2 < η < 0.2, in
agreement with the results in[15]. For larger values
the sensitivity to the direct determination of the int
ference term diminishes as expected, due to the d
inance of the pseudoscalar component which rap
increases the total cross section for the Higgsstrah
process.

In addition, an estimation of the magnitude of t
parameterη which characterizes the relative streng
of 0++ and 0−+ components could be done from t
measured fractionsα, β and γ . In Fig. 7, we show
ηestimated− ηinput as a function ofηinput. The shaded
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Fig. 7. Difference of estimatedη and inputη as a function of input
η. The shaded area indicates the 1σ predictions.

area indicates the 1σ band. We calculated the error o
the estimated coupling,η, by parametrizing the frac
tion of the pseudoscalar component as a functionη
obtained from our Monte Carlo studies. Better sen
tivity is obtained for smaller|η|, where the variation
of γ with η is the largest, as can be seen inFig. 6. It
is worth mentioning that, even for large values ofη,
our method allows a precise determination ofα andγ

and hence the CP-even and CP-odd components o
mixed φ. The statistical significance can certainly
increased including thee+e− → e+e−X channel.

4. Summary

We have proposed a novel method for the m
surement of the parity of the Higgs boson using
angular distributions of the differential cross sect
of e+e− → Zφ. The statistical power of our metho
using Monte Carlo generated hypothetical data s
ples is shown inTable 1. The results indicate tha
for an integrated luminosity of 500 fb−1, at 350 GeV
centre-of-mass energy, TESLA will be able to una
biguosly determine whether a Higgs boson is a s
0++ (CP-even, scalar) or has a contribution of t
0−+ (CP-odd, pseudoscalar) state, like in general
tensions of Higgs model. We estimate the statist
uncertainties for the measurement of theCP violating
interference term and also for the derived parametη

which characterizes the relative strength of the sc
and pseudoscalar components. We hope that this t
nique will allow confirmation of the expectedJPC

assignment of a Higgs boson candidate.
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